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Abstract

We consider the following graph embedding question: given a graph G, is it
possible to map its vertices to points in 3D such that G is isomorphic to the
mutual nearest neighbor graph of the set P of points to which the vertices are
mapped? We show that this problem is NP-hard. We do this by extending the
“logic engine” method to three dimensions by using building blocks inpired by
the structure of diamond and by constructions of A.G. Bell and B. Fuller.
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Introduction

Proximity graphs are an important and well studied area of computer science and
find applications, for example, in architecture, pattern recognition, and geography. Proximity graphs are defined to capture some kind of spatial relationship
between pairs of points on the plane or in space. Two points, regarded as vertices of a graph, are joined by an edge if, and only if, the points satisfy some
given proximity criterion. Examples of proximity graphs include mutual nearest
neighbour graphs, Gabriel graphs, and the Delauney triangulation. For a review
of proximity graphs, see [11, 16].
Given an abstract combinatorial graph whose vertices are labeled, and a
proximity criterion, the recognition problem is to determine whether there is
some set P of points, typically required to lie in 2D or 3D, such that the graph is
isomorphic to the proximity graph on P defined by the given proximity criterion.
The realization problem is to produce such a set P if one exists. This paper proves
that the problem of recognizing mutual nearest neighbour graphs in 3D is NPhard, an open problem in graph drawing (see [4]). Our proof builds a 3D version
of a “logic engine”. The building blocks we designed are based on the structure
of diamond; they may prove useful in extending the logic engine approach to
obtain complexity results for other 3D layout and proximity problems studied
previously in two dimensions (e.g., [3, 4, 6, 7, 12–14]).
The rest of this section contains background material. Section 3 extends the
logic engine approach to 3D, using the octet truss of Buckminster Fuller, and
gives our NP-hardness result. Section 4 concludes.
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Preliminaries A mutual nearest neighbour graph of a set P of points is a proximity graph for which each pair x,y of vertices arising from points x,y is connected
by an edge if, and only if, point x is a nearest neighbor of y, and point y is a
nearest neighbor of x. The set P of points typically lies in 2D or 3D. Note that
in 2D, points x,y determine an edge if the interior of the union of the two discs
centred at x and y, and having radius equal to their separation distance, is empty
of points other than x and y.
A simple example of a 3D mutual nearest neighbor graph is given by the
combinatorial structure of the vertices and edges of the regular tetrahedron.
The four vertices of the regular tetrahedron of unit edge length are positioned at
points in space so that each point is unit distance from each of the other three.
Thus each pair of points gives rise to an edge in the mutual nearest neighbor
graph of the points, which is thus K4 , the complete graph on four vertices.
As we will later see, if we start with a combinatorial graph K4 whose vertices
are labeled and ask whether it can be realized in 3D as the mutual nearest
neighbor graph of some set P of four points, we find that there are exactly
two realizations, up to translation, rotation, and scaling, and that these two
realizations are mirror images of each other.
Similarly, the vertex-edge incidence structure of the regular octahedron can
be thought of as a 3D mutual nearest neighbor graph, and the combinatorial
graph has exactly two realizations, up to translation, rotation, and scaling.
In the early 1900’s, Alexander Graham Bell used rigid tetrahedra and octahedra to construct kites, an unsuccessful flying machine, and a tall tower [1].
The structures that Bell assembled are mutual nearest neighbour graphs, as we
will prove. These structures were later rediscovered by Buckminster Fuller [2],
who patented the octet truss and used it extensively.
Mutual Nearest Neighbour Graph Recognition (MNNGR) Given an
undirected graph G, is G realizable as a mutual nearest neighbour graph?
For 2D, MNNGR was proved NP-Hard by Eades and Whitesides [9], by
a reduction from Not-All-Equal-3-Satisfiability (NAE3SAT) to MNNGR via a
method they called the “logic engine” approach, reviewed below. Recall that
NAE3SAT is NP-complete and that an instance consists of m clauses each containing three distinct literals, and that a satisfying assignment must contain
at least one true and at least one false literal in each clause ([10]). It may be
assumed that no clause contains both a literal and its complement.
The Logic Engine Approach The logic engine is a virtual mechanical device
that encodes instances of NAE3SAT. The device can be positioned a certain
way in the plane if and only if the instance of NAE3SAT that it encodes can
be satisfied. The idea for obtaining hardness results for proximity graph recognition problems is to design a graph whose only possible realizations imitate the
correctly positioned mechanical device.
The (m,n) logic engine contains a rigid “frame” and a “shaft”. To the shaft
are attached a series of “armatures” Aj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, one for each literal xj in the

instance of NAE3SAT. Each armature can rotate about the shaft independently
of the others, although the position of each armature along the shaft is fixed.
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Fig. 1. a) Schematic for a (3,4) logic engine, and b) Encoding for NAE-3SAT instance
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c1 = {x1 , x2 , x3 }, c2 = {x1 , x2 , x3 }, c3 = {x2 , x3 , x4 }

Each armature Aj in turn has two “chains” attached to it: aj from one end
0
of the armature to the shaft, and aj from the other end of the armature to the
shaft. The length of a chain equals the distance between the shaft and the ends
of its armature. Each chain has at least m links, which are numbered 1,2,...,m,
outward from the shaft; the first m links correspond to clauses with the same
indices, respectively.
The aj chain of armature Aj represents the uncomplemented literal xj , and
its ith link represents the possible occurrence of xj in clause ci ; similarly for link
0
0
i of chain aj and the possible occurence of the complemented literal xj in ci . A
“flag” attached to link i of armature chain aj indicates that xj does NOT occur
0
in clause ci ; similarly, a flag on link i of chain aj indicates the non-occurence of
0
xj in ci . See Figure 1 for a (3,4) logic engine encoding of a NAE-3SAT instance.
The entire structure can move in the following ways: each armature can lie in
0
one of two positions, either with ai above the shaft, or with ai above the shaft;
and each flag can face to the right, or can be flipped to face the left.
Although each flag is free to rotate, flags that lie on the same row and lie on
adjacent armatures must not face one another. If they do face each other, the
flags collide. Similarly, any flag in armature An collides with the frame if it faces
outward; any flag in armature A1 collides with the frame if it faces inward. We
later use the following lemma from [9].
Lemma 1. A given instance of NAE3SAT has a satisfying solution if, and only
if, there exists a collision-free configuration for the logic engine.
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Mutual Nearest Neighbor Graphs in Three Dimensions

Here we prove the NP-hardness of MNNGR in 3D, settling a problem from [4].
While the result was anticipated in [9], this is the first concrete proof. precisely.
3D Nearest Neighbour Rule: Vertex vi is a nearest neighbour of vj if, and
only if, the open sphere of radius d(vi , vj ) around vj contains only vj .
3D Mutual Nearest Neighbour Graph: Suppose that P is a set of points in
3D. Then a 3DMNNG G, defined by a set P of points, is an undirected graph
with a vertex vi for every point pi ∈ P . For every pair of vertices vi , vj ∈ G,
there is an edge between them if, and only if, vi is a 3D nearest neighbour of vj ,
and vj a 3D nearest neighbour of vi .
A graph G is realizable as a 3DMNNG if for some point set P in 3D, the
3DMNNG on P is isomorphic to G. In that case we often use “G” to denote
both the combinatorial graph and its geometric realization in 3D, and we use
the same labels for corresponding points and vertices.
3D Mutual Nearest Neighbour Graph Recognition (3DMNNGR): Given
an undirected connected graph G, is G realizable as a 3DMNNG?
We will use the logic engine paradigm to transform NAE3SAT to 3DMNNGR
in polynomial time, thus showing that 3DMNNGR is NP-hard.
Lemma 2. (straight-forward from Lemma 2 of [9]) Suppose that G is a connected 3DMNNG. Then all edge segments of G have the same length.
From now on, we assume all edges in a connected 3DMNNG have unit length.
Lemma 3. (by Lemma 2) Suppose that H is an induced connected subgraph
of a combinatorial graph G. Then any 3DMNNG realization of G includes a
3DMNNG realization of H.
Two realizations of a labeled graph are “the same” if, following possible
translation, rotation, and scaling, vertices with the same label coincide. Thus, all
mirror images of a given labeled structure are the same in this sense. However,
mirror images are not, in general, the same as the initial labeled structure.
Taking the mirror image of a vertex-labeled tetrahedron turns it inside out; the
mirror image cannot be superimposed on the original, with labels matching, by
translation and rotation.
√
In the next lemma, and throughout the paper, we let h = 6/3, which is the
distance from the base of a tetrahedron to the top, if all edges are unit length.
Lemma 4. (straight-forward) The labeled graph K4 has exactly two realization
as a 3DMNNG, both of which are regular tetrahedra.
Once we prove a labeled combinatorial graph has exactly two realizations as
a 3DMNNG, we use the term “graph” to refer to either realization.

Fig. 2. a) and b) Two realizations of labeled K4 ; c) and d) Labeled graph H and one
of its realizations as an octahedron

Lemma 5. (straight-forward) Let H be a labeled graph isomorphic to the combinatorial structure of Figure 2c). Then H has exactly two realizations as a
3DMNNG, namely a regular octahedron and its mirror image.
Lemma 6. Let H be the labeled combinatorial graph (called an octet truss)
arising from the geometric structure in Figure 3a). H can be realized as a 3DMNNG
in exactly two ways: points a,b,c,d,e,f must lie on a single base plane, while
points u,v,w must lie on a parallel lid plane at a distance h from the base plane.
Proof. By Lemma 2, all edges must have unit length. By Lemma 5, the points
b,c,e,u,v,e construct a regular octahedron. When the plane of b,c,e is viewed
from above, then the plane of u,v,w is parallel to it, and may lie on either side of
it. (In Figure 3a, the plane of u,v,w is shown closer to the viewer than the plane
of b,c,e). Now add the points a,d,f to the graph. These points become members
of tetrahedra. Consider each of a,d,f in turn. Although by Lemma 4, a labeled
tetrahedron has two realizations, one of these would place the point (a,d or f)
inside the octahedron and violate a distance constraint: no vertex in a connected
MNNG can lie distance less than one from another vertex. Hence the remaining
points lie in the plane of b,c,e as shown.
2

Fig. 3. a) Octet truss and b) Extended octet truss

A base plane is defined by the six coplanar vertices of an octet truss (in
Figure 3a, the plane of a,b,c,d,e,f). The remaining three vertices of the truss

define the lid plane (in Figure 3a, the plane of v,u,w). A base vertex is any
one of the six vertices on the base of an octet truss. A lid vertex is any one
of the three vertices on the lid of an octet truss. The plane parallel to the base
plane, at distance 4h on the same side of the base plane as the lid plane, is the
mid-plane. The plane parallel to the base plane, at distance 8h on the same
side of the base plane as the lid plane, is the sky plane.
Lemma 7. Let H be the labeled combinatorial graph arising from the geometric
structure in Figure 3b) (called the hexagonal octet truss). H can be realized
in exactly two ways. Furthermore, u,v,w and x are coplanar, and the remaining
vertices are coplanar, and these planes are parallel.
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 6, the subgraph induced by vertices a,b,c,d,e,f,u,v,w
must be realized as one of two octet trusses, with the lid plane on either side of
the base plane. Point x lies unit distance from each of v,e,w, with which it forms
a regular tetrahedron. Since it cannot lie inside the octahedron b,c,e,u,v,w, it
must lie as shown in Figure 3b), in the lid plane of the octet truss.
Point g must lie on a circle perpendicular to d,e, centred at the mid-point of
d,e. Likewise, g must lie on a circle centred at the mid-point of x,e. The circles
intersect in two points, so g must lie either as shown in 3b), or at the position
occupied by vertex v, which is clearly not allowed. Similarly for point f.
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The link graph, the flagged link graph and the k-tower are the labeled
graphs having the combinatorial structures shown in Figures 4 a), b), and c),
respectively. All three graphs can be realized as 3DMNNG’s. The next lemma
proves that each graph has exactly two realizations, namely, the realizations
shown in the figure, together with their mirror images. We also define the direction of a link graph realization, or flagged link graph realization, to be the
vector of the directed line segment from the s to the t vertices of the realization.
The line defined by the points s and t is called the s-t axis.
Lemma 8. The link graph, flagged link graph, and k-tower each have only two
realizations.
Proof. The combinatorial structure of the k-tower has the form H1 ∪ ... ∪ Hk ,
where Hi is an octet truss, and for i odd, Hi ∩ Hi+1 consists of three shared
lid vertices, and for i even, Hi ∩ Hi+1 consists of six shared base vertices. By
Lemma 6, each Hi has two realizations. However, once a realization is chosen
for an octet truss, say H1 , the remaining realizations are determined. Thus a
k-tower has exactly two realizations, which are mirror images of each other.
The link graph and flagged link graph also have two realizations. By Lemma
7, the position of each vertex, with the exception of u, v, and t, is determined once
a realization of the octet truss containing s is determined, since all vertices are
connected by extended octet trusses. To place u,v,t, note that points b,w,c,u,v,t
form a regular octahedron for which there are exactly two realizations by Lemma
5. However, one of these realizations violates a distance constraint with respect
to the rest of the graph, so the octahedron is as shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 4. a) Link graph b) Flagged link graph c) Tower with mid-wire and sky-wire

The k-flagged link graph is a sequence of k link graphs or flagged link
graphs joined together as shown in Figure 5. Each link graph in the k-flagged
link graph is called a block. Since the 3DMNNG realization of a flagged link
graph has exactly two realizations, which are mirror images of each other, the
Euclidean distance from vertex s to vertex t is a constant, which we denote by
df lagged link .
Lemma 9. (from the definition of df lagged link ) If the 3DMNNG realization of
a k-flagged link graph spans a distance of k · df lagged link , then the s-t axis of all
link graphs and flagged link graphs must coincide.
Such a realization is a taut realization of a k-flagged link graph.
Lemma 10. In a taut realization of a k-flagged link graph, the base planes of all
the flagged link graph realizations must be the same, and similarly, the lid planes
must be the same.
Proof. To show that all the base planes form a common plane, consider two
joining link graphs X and Y (see Figure 5). Note that tx1 ,tx2 ,ty0 ,t form a regular
tetrahedron. Fix block X in space, thereby determining the position of points
t,tx1 ,tx2 , and therefore the position of ty0 . This prevents the rotation of block
Y about the s-t axis. The midpoint of ty1 and ty2 must lie on the s-t axis at a
known position. Points ty1 and ty2 must lie on a circle centred at the midpoint of
ty1 ,ty2 , and also, on a circle centred at midpoint of t,ty0 , which is also a known
position. These two distinct circles intersect in two points, namely the positions
occupied by ty1 and ty2 in Figure 5. These positions lie in the base plane of block
X; hence blocks X and Y have the same base plane. Since the position of ty0 is
determined by block X, the lid plane of block Y is thus the same as the lid plane
of block X.
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Fig. 5. 2-flagged link graph

Lemma 11. Any taut realization of a k-flagged link graph has exactly 2 k realizations as a 3DMNNG.
Proof. As seen in Lemma 10, a taut realization of a k-flagged link graph must
have a common base plane and a common lid plane. However, any block can have
two realizations, which are mirror images of each other. To see this, consider a
realization of a block, and take its mirror image with respect to the plane containing the s-t axis and perpendicular to the base plane. This second realization
has the same s-t axis, base plane, and lid plane as the first.
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Note that for blocks that are flagged link graphs, the two mirror images point
in opposite directions. We will use the taking of mirror images to imitate rotations in the virtual logic engine.
Now, we build an (m,n) 3D logic graph, to imitate a logic engine, by constructing the following components, as seen in Figure 6. A frame consists of a
series of octet trusses, together with two 8-towers (the locations of which are
shown in gray in Figure 6). Attached to one side of the tower is a mid-wire at
height 4h, and a high wire at height 8h (see Figure 4c). Each wire consists of
a path of vertices and runs between both frame towers. By a similar argument
to that in the proof of Lemma 9, we can ensure that all vertices of the mid-wire
are colinear by forcing them to span a set distance to the other tower. The same
is true for the sky wire.
Each of these wires intersects the towers of each of the armatures in a path
of three vertices. As we will later prove, this ensures that the frame and all the
armatures share a common base plane.

We define the π plane to be the plane perpendicular to the base plane, containing the mid-wire and the high wire.
An armature is built with a series of octet truss components forming three
sides of a rectangle (see Figure 6). The last side consists of two m-flagged link
0
graphs: ai from one end of the armature to the π plane, and ai from the other
end of the armature to the π plane. The armature also has a tower of height 8h
intersecting the mid-wire and the high-wire in paths of three vertices lying on
the π plane.
Lemma 12. The frame component has two realizations, both of which have a
single base, lid, mid, and sky plane. The armature component has a single base,
lid, mid, and sky plane. The base planes of all armatures and the frame are
coplanar. The same is true for the lid, mid, and sky planes.
Proof. The frame is built with overlapping hexagonal octet trusses in such a way
that all trusses must share a common base plane and lid plane. The towers of the
frame intersect the rest of the frame in octet trusses, and this also determines the
orientation of the towers. Similarly, within each armature the base, lid, mid, and
sky planes are the same for all but the k-flagged link graph. Since the distance
between the extreme vertices of the k-flagged link graph is determined by the
rest of the armature to be k · df lagged link , Lemma 9 applies to the k-flagged link
graph. The k-flagged link graph is connected to the rest of the armature with
the same connection seen between flagged link graphs.
The intersections of each armature tower with the mid-wire and sky wire
force the base plane and lid plane of the armature to be the same as the base
plane and lid plane of the frame.
2
An (m,n) 3D logic engine graph can now be constructed for any given instance
of NAE3SAT.
Lemma 13. In a 3DMNNG realization, two neighbouring flagged link graphs
may not have flags facing one another.
Proof. From Lemma 12, all the base planes of all armatures must be the same. If
a flagged linked graph and its neighbouring flagged link graph point in opposite
directions, then the two vertices at the tips of the flags must be unit distance
apart in the logic engine. This would imply the two vertices would be connected
in the combinatorial version of the graph, which is not the case. Thus, the flags
must not point towards one another. Similarly, the flags on armatures A1 and
An must point away from the frame.
2
Lemma 14. (by Lemma 13 and Lemma 1 ) The (m,n) 3D logic graph can be
customized to encode instances of NAE3SAT so that the logic graph is realizable
if, and only if, the NAE3SAT instance is satisfiable.
Lemma 15. (straight-forward) There is a polynomial time transformation from
NAE3SAT to 3DMNNG.
Theorem 1 (by Lemmas 14, 15 and the NP-completeness of NAE3SAT) The
3DMNNGR problem is NP-hard.
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Conclusion

The result that 3DMNNGR is NP-hard is not an immediate consequence of the
fact that MNNGR is NP-hard in 2D, in part because of the difficulty pointed out
by Fuller: regular tetrahedra do not fill space. We believe that the 3D building
blocks seen here suggest that the logic engine approach indeed is applicable to
three dimensional problems in graph drawing.
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Fig. 6. A 2D projection of the entire logic engine. Towers project to the gray regions,
and the mid-wire and sky-wire project to a common line. Edges between lid vertices
are not shown, and edges between lid vertices and base vertices are not shown. There is
a distance violation between vertices p and q; however a valid realization results when
flag p is flipped to the right.

